Emsworth School of Navigation - RYA Training Ladder – Sail

Beginner/ Intermediate

Beginner

THEORY COURSES
RYA Essential Navigation & Seamanship

Competent Crew

This course can be completed either online or as
a 2 day classroom based course and requires no
prior experience or knowledge. It covers the
basics of navigation and seamanship.

This 5 day practical course requires no prior
experience though you may find completing the
RYA Essential Navigation Course first useful. It
will teach you how to steer and handle sails and
how to be a useful crew member

RYA Day Skipper Theory
This 40 hour course requires no prior
navigational knowledge, though some practical
experience is useful. It covers navigation in
tidal waters, meteorology, safety etc and is
designed to give you enough theoretical
knowledge to sail around familiar waters by
day. It is a precursor to the RYA Day Skipper
Practical.

Advanced

RYA Coastal Skipper / Yachtmaster
Theory

Support Courses

PRACTICAL COURSES

This is an advanced navigation course which
will teach you offshore and coastal navigation,
pilotage and meteorology. You are required to
have some practical on the water experience
and navigational knowledge equivalent to RYA
Day Skipper Theory

RYA Day Skipper Practical
This course will teach you how to skipper a
small yacht in familiar waters by day. You need
to have knowledge of navigation to RYA Day
Skipper Theory level, to have done 5 days
sailing, 100 miles and 4 night hours.

RYA Coastal Skipper Practical
This course is designed to teach you how to
skipper a yacht on coastal passages by day and
night. You need to have 15 days sea time
including 2 as skipper, have done 300 miles and
8 night hours. You will also need to have
navigational knowledge equivalent to RYA
Coastal Skipper / Yachtmaster Theory and to
have an up to date RYA First Aid Certificate
and VHF SRC Operators certificate

RYA Diesel Engine
Course

RYA Radar
Course

RYA VHF SRC
Radio Course

RYA First Aid
Course

A one day course on
marine diesel engines,
troubleshooting and
maintenance. A very
useful course for boat
owners

A one day course on
how to use a marine
radar including
collision avoidance
and navigation . A
very useful course if
you have Radar
fitted on your boat.

A one day course on
how to use a marine
VHF DSC Radio. It
is a requirement for
all practical courses
from RYA Coastal
Skipper and above

A one day course on
first aid at sea which
is useful for anyone
who goes out on the
water and needed for
the RYA Coastal
Skipper practical
qualification and
above

Note all of the support courses can be completed at any level of experience but some such as the RYA VHF SRC
Radio Course and RYA First Aid Course are required from Coastal Skipper Practical level onwards

Emsworth School of Navigation
RYA Training Ladder – Certificates of Competence - Sail
The RYA Certificates of competence are highly respected worldwide and require you to take a practical exam with
an external examiner to test your skills and knowledge. They are available at Advanced Powerboat, Coastal
Skipper, Yachtmaster Offshore and Yachtmaster Ocean level and are completed by both individuals who wish to
work professionally in the marine industry as well as recreational sailors who wish to challenge themselves further.

THEORY COURSES

PRACTICAL COURSES
RYA MCA Yachtmaster Coastal

RYA Coastal Skipper / Yachtmaster
Theory
This is an advanced navigation course which
will teach you offshore and coastal navigation,
pilotage and meteorology. You are required to
have some practical on the water experience
and navigational knowledge equivalent to RYA
Day Skipper Theory

This is obtained by being examined on board a
vessel . You are required to have previous
experience & minimum sea time: 30 days sea
time, 2 days as skipper, 800 miles, 12 night
hours. You will also need the VHF Certificate
and RYA First Aid Certificate.

RYA MCA Yachtmaster Offshore
The requirement prior to taking the practical
exam is 50 days sea time, 5 days as skipper, 2500
miles, 5 passages over 60 miles including 2
overnight and 2 as skipper. You are also
required to have the VHF certificate and a valid
First Aid certificate.

RYA Yachtmaster Ocean Theory
This 5 day course will teach you astro navigation, worldwide meteorology and ocean
passage planning. It requires navigation
knowledge equivalent to RYA Coastal Skipper /
Yachtmaster level.

RYA MCA Yachtmaster Ocean
Prior to completing the examination you are
required to have completed an ocean passage as
skipper or mate of watch and have practical
experience of astro navigation. The exam is in
the form of an oral which will include an
assessment of the sights taken at sea.

For more information please call us on 01243 432485 or email us at emsnav@hotmail.co.uk

